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Why secure PV fields

Why choose a fence-mounted intrusion detection system

To safeguard the investments made for the construction of a PV field, a security solution to protect the site against the theft of the 
panels and the acts of sabotage and vandalism should be taken into consideration.
As a matter of fact, PV fields are particularly exposed to these risks since they are generally unmanned and situated in solitary places.
Perimeter intrusion detection systems could be a very effective solution against intrusion attempts into PV fields: they produce a 
very important deterrent effect and detect and delay any intrusion into the protected area. 

When planning a security system for the protection of a PV field, you should first envisage the possibility of protecting the perimeter 
fence. As a matter of fact, a fence-mounted detection system allows you to detect intrusion attempts long before an intruder has 
entered the protected area: this provides the security patrol guards with more time to organize an effective defence.
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What a DEA Security  perimeter intrusion detection system consists of
A DEA Security perimeter intrusion detection system consists of four main elements:
• the sensor-strings;
• the peripheral cabinets, where the processing boards are placed;
• the communication network (DEA NET),  for the centralization of the signals;
• the security management software (DEA MAP). 

®

DEA Security perimeter intrusion detection systems, installed in several hundred PV fields in Italy and the rest of Europe, do 
meet the need of protection in PV sector: they are immune to environmental disturbances, are compatible with vegetation 
and are maintenance free. They can also integrate with a videosurveillance system (CCTV), providing the latter with the 
information needed for a quick shot of the zone under alarm.

Why choose a DEA Security  perimeter intrusion detection system



SERIR perimeter intrusion detection system TORSUS perimeter intrusion detection system

SISMA CP buried intrusion detection system
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For the protection of the perimeter fence, DEA Security have designed and realized SERIR, to be mounted on metal fences in rolls, 
and TORSUS, which is installed on rigid metal fences. These two systems represent the first and most important layer of protec-
tion, because they deter, promptly detect and delay the intrusion into the protected area.

For the protection of the entrances to the field, it is possible to use SISMA CP buried intrusion detection system, whose sensors 
prove to be invisible and sabotage-proof.  

If the security need is very high, SISMA CP can also be used as second layer of protection in additon to SERIR  or TORSUS. 

DEA Security perimeter intrusion detection systems
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SERIR and TORSUS systems detect cut, climb and break-through intrusion attempts, filtering the environmental disturbances 
in a very effective way. Being installed on the boundary fence, they can be kept in operation even with persons or animals 
inside the protected area.

These systems are immune to climbing vegetation and high grass; this feature makes them particularly suitable for being used 
in rural districts (where PV fields are normally built). 

Unique in its genre, SERIR 50 is provided with a particular function to discriminate the so-called “sporadic cuts”, i.e. attacks against 
the fence performed with single cuts over time.

SERIR and TORSUS sensors are provided in pre-wired strings which allow you to realize alarm zones of 50 meters maximum. 
The flexibility of the sensor-strings enable you to fit the system to the conformation of the ground and to the route of the 
perimeter, making it possible to follow bends and differences in level. 

SERIR and TORSUS systems
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SISMA CP system as second layer of protection SISMA CP system for the protection of the entrances to a PV field 

SISMA CP 50 is a buried intrusion detection system which detects a person walking on the surface.

Invisible and sabotage-proof, SISMA CP 50 is suitable for the protection of the entrances 
to a field: in this application SISMA CP 50 represents an alternative to surface detectors, such 
as infrared or microwave barriers and magnetic contacts. 

SISMA CP 50 can also be used as second layer of protection when installed inside the field 
near the perimeter fence.

SISMA CP 50 is immune to climatic variations and has a very high tolerance towards 
environmental disturbances; it fits itself to the conformation of the ground and is 
maintenance free.

SISMA CP 50 is available in pre-wired sensor-strings which allow you to realize alarm zones 
of 50 meters maximum. Its connection cable is provided with a galvanized iron braid armour for rodent-proof protection.

Il sistema SISMA CP 50
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The peripheral cabinets

The sensor-strings are connected to peripheral cabinets situated along the perimeter every 200 meters approximately from 
one another. Each cabinet is supplied by 230 Vac and by a data line (preferably optic fibre) for the transmission of the signals 
over DEA NET communication network.

The peripheral cabinets contain the processing boards which analyse 
the signals coming from the sensor-strings. The sophisticated analysis 
algorithms of these boards discriminate the different types of intrusion, 
filtering any environmental nuisance which could raise improper alarms.

sensor-string DEA NET communication 
network

peripheral cabinet

200 m
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DEA NET communication network

DEA NET system is a bidirectional communication network which centralizes the alarm signals and the management of the 
security system. DEA NET allows you to interface DEA Security detection systems to a control panel or to a security management
software, and to integrate 3rd party detection devices.

DEA NET allows you to manage the system from a remote station, also over IP. From a laptop you can perform the programming 
and calibration of the electronic boards connected over DEA NET, check the inputs and outputs status, display a real time graph
of the signals coming from the sensors and download the event logs.

DEA NET uses special electronic controllers which gather the alarm, tamper and failure signals raised by the processing boards 
and makes them available, in different ways (relays, serial connection or software), to other equipment and systems. To deploy 
DEA NET centralization network, two controllers are available: SC-DN-CTRL, which uses DEA NET proprietary protocol, and SC-DN-
ETHCTRL which interfaces DEA NET to an IP network.
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If the PV field is manned, the whole detection system can be managed from one or more remote terminals by means of DEA 
MAP software, which integrates the perimeter intrusion detection system and the videosurveillance system (CCTV) into a unique 
management system displaying the protected area on a graphical map.

The videosurveillance system is completely integrated into the graphical map of the perimeter: if a zone is under alarm, the 
management software is able to recall automatically the previously stored camera preset.

DEA MAP security management software
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